
 

 

Class 11 Main Lesson: Parzival – Day 4 - Tuesday 
 

1. Please say the special verse. 
 
 

2. Personal Reflections (in the back of your book, dated) – remember to elaborate where 
possible: 
 

I. Advice not followed: describe a time you did not follow advice from a parent or parental 
figure – Why did you choose not to follow it? what happened? Did you make the right 
decision? Why/why not? 
 

II. A) Gurnemanz’s advice: which is the best bit for you? Why? 
 Check the bottom of yesterday’s Lesson Plan for Gurnemanz’s advice 
 
B) Which bit do you not agree with, or would choose not to ‘take-on’ – why?  
 
 

1. The Fool: In your Main Lesson book, under the heading The Fool - I want you to tell what has 
happened in the story of Parzival so far.  

Your challenge: Word count? = Up to you! In the past I have asked students to aim for 200 
words – but many find it hard not to go over this. It is entirely up to you. I would expect 100 
words minimum. 200 words = good amount. 300 words means you can tell it in more detail. 

Write it as a story – NOT as a summary. Use the language of storytelling: paint a picture with 
words; invite readers into your world and make it real for them – but all with brevity.  

Make sure to spend some time describing Parzival and his life with his mother in the woods, 
perhaps a brief mention to his father and history.  

However: you do not have to include EVERY detail, and if you DO – then some parts you 
can tell more briefly, or ‘in passing’. 
 

3. Here are some prompts to help you: 

- Describe Parzival as a boy (not just physically!) 
- Consider: what qualities might he have been bequeathed (gifted) from each of his parents? 
- Describe his physical upbringing (the setting/environment) 
- Describe his emotional upbringing: how his mother raised him. 
- What advice does his mother give him before he leaves (three pieces) = important 
- What happens with Jeschute in Duke Orilus’s Tent? 
- Who does he meet afterwards, and what does he learn?  
- Where does the path Sigune points him, take him? Remember: Sigune is his cousin. 
- How do people seem to react to Parzival? 
- How does Parzival seem to react to this/everyone else? 
- What happens in Arthur’s court? How is he treated? 
- How do women seem to be treated in this world?  
- What happens with the Red Knight? 
- What happens after the red knight – where does Parzival’s horse take him? 
- Who is Gurnemanz? What does he teach Parzival? 



 

 

- Why does Parzival leave Gurnemanz? 
- Where does he go, and what happens? Who does he meet? 
- Describe the relationship between Parzival and Condwiramurs and what happens between 
them. 
-  How does The Fool end? 
 

4. Please beautify The Fool with bordering or illustrating, while you listen to….  
 

5. LISTEN: to The Outcast (part one): Note: because The Outcast is a shorter section, and we 
have time, I am going to read the first half of today’s Part One from the original ~1200 a.d. 
copy of the text (which has been translated). This will give you a good feel for the language 
that was used to tell the original story, nearly 900 years ago.  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1a6ie61AFpJB1rNxvF72ShdU-yFzYITBx/view?usp=sharing  

Ponder: what was that all about?  

 

 

6. Personal Reflection Tasks for Tomorrow 
 

I. Start thinking: about your own personal motto – what is one piece of advice you think is 
good for you and that you hope to remember throughout your life? 
 

II. Thinking: what is the greatest gift you have ever received? Think on it...  
 

III. Doing: ask someone, sincerely and with maturity:  

“what is the cause of suffering in your life?”  

Give them time to breakdown that question to work-out what you are asking them... don’t 
prompt them, but if they ask for a prompt, they may consider: 

- what causes them grief? Discomfort? Pain? 
- if they say they don’t suffer, then query “so your life is perfect?”  

Give them space and time to answer – and make sure they know you are listening.  

 
 


